
7 best AC under 30000 Rs in India 2020 

Introduction:  

Though the summer season is experienced from March to July, most of the time of the year 

feels hot in India. Whether you are in home, office, or any other place, you can experience 

the hotness throughout the year. Because of these inappropriate climate conditions, people 

in India feel uncomfortable and strive for some cool air. Therefore, an AC can be the right 

choice for people to stay comfortably at home in all weather conditions in India. Apart from 

installing the AC in the home, you can use it in your office also to stay cool and do your work 

conveniently.  

AC is very helpful for people who need a convenient environment at home. With an AC, you 

can experience an outstanding cooling effect at home whatever the weather condition is. An 

AC can let you sleep comfortably every night without any issue. Also, the Air Conditioners 

are popular for their incredible performance and create an ideal environment in the home. 

If you want to sleep peacefully at home every night, then an AC is a must-have appliance to 

have in India. When you feel extremely hot, an AC can cool your room immediately to make 

you feel comfortable at home.  

With the right AC, you can feel cool in your home Irrespective of the outside temperature. 

Also, some Air Conditioners come with outstanding features to let you use that effortlessly. 

With energy-efficient performance, ACs can reduce your electricity bill and make your 

comfort affordable for you. When it comes to feeling comfortable in all weather conditions, 

Air Conditioners are the only appliance to use in your home. Therefore, you should choose 

the perfect AC for your home from the market to meet your needs.  

In the Indian market, many types of ACs are available from multiple brands and come with 

several unique features. So, one should consider several factors while choosing an AC for 

his/her home. Here we have reviewed seven best ACs in India to help you in your buying 

process. We have picked these ACs from the top brands, and each product is priced fewer 

than 30000 rupees. So, you can read this article and choose your preferred AC with ease.              

1. Sanyo 1.5 Ton Dual Inverter Split AC: 

Sanyo is a popular Japanese brand and offers outstanding products to people. This brand is 

offering the latest technology in its ACs to enhance the experience of people. With the 

inverter technology of Sanyo, you can use this AC at home conveniently. This AC comes with 

duo cool inverter technology to decrease your electricity bill by featuring fast cooling. There 

are two rotors in the compressor to offer faster cooling with less energy consumption. This 

AC comes with PM 2.5 and anti-dust filters to provide clean air by eliminating dust and other 

particles from the air. Therefore, by using this AC, you can get healthy air for your comfort.  

The Sanyo inverter AC features a Glacier Mode that can cool your home immediately with a 

35% higher fan speed. When you feel too hot, this feature can feel you cool instantly. With 

Auto Restart feature, this AC starts automatically with the previous settings when power 

resumes without needing manual resetting. Also, the remote has an eco function that offers 



energy-efficient operation to reduce your electricity bill. This function is very useful for 

those who want high value with a reduced electricity bill.  

With the self-diagnosis feature, this AC lets you know about the issues on the temperature 

display area. Therefore, you can troubleshoot this AC effortlessly instead of guessing the 

problem. The Sanyo inverter AC comes with 100% pure copper coils to transfer the heat 

quickly and prevent corrosion. Also, there are hydrophilic fins with corrosion-resistant 

technology that extends the lifespan of the condenser.  

Pros:  

 This AC comes with R32 refrigerant to prevent the damage of the ozone layer 

and condenser.  

 The Sanyo inverter AC has a sleep function to adjust the temperature 

automatically for your comfort.  

 This AC features energy-efficient performance.  

Cons:  

 Some users have disappointed with the customer service of this brand.  

 

2. Voltas 1.5 Ton Window AC:   

If you are looking for an AC to experience high comfort all the year, then the Voltas all 

weather AC is the perfect choice for you. It has ambient cooling and multistage filtration 

technology to enhance your experience. With the ambient cooling feature, this AC is ideal 

for cooling your room even if the temperature is 50 degrees Celsius. This window AC comes 

with an active dehumidifier technology that controls the indoor humidity in monsoon for 

your comfort. For faster cooling and safe performance, this AC comes with 100% pure 

copper condenser coil. Also, the copper coil is durable and offers efficient cooling for your 

convenience.  

The Voltas window AC comes with an eco mode to consume less power and reduce your 

electricity bill. By using this window AC, you can get a unique experience at home in all the 

weather conditions. With the turbo cooling feature, this AC can cool your room immediately 

to enhance your comfort. The Voltas window AC is ideal for cooling your room at a 

comfortable temperature to let you sleep with peace all night. This AC reduces the power 

consumption and offers efficient cooling for the convenience of the users. There is a two-

stage filtration system to remove odours, dust, allergens, etc. from the air and offer you 

healthy air all time.  

Because of the auto diagnosis feature, this AC can check the issues automatically and 

resolve them. With three-star ratings, this AC can offer a smooth performance by 

consuming less energy. The Voltas brand offers a 1-year warranty on the AC, 1-year 

warranty on the condenser, and a 5-year warranty on the compressor.  

Pros:  



 This AC consumes less energy for a convenient performance.  

 It is ideal for use in medium-sized rooms.  

 It has copper coil condenser for efficient cooling and low maintenance.  

Cons:  

 As per some users, remote and other accessories were not delivered with the AC.  

 

3. Voltas 1.5 Ton Split AC:  

It is another all-weather AC from the Voltas brand to let you feel comfortable at home 

whatever the temperature is. With high ambient cooling technology, this split AC is capable 

of reducing the temperature of your room effectively. If you have this split AC at home, then 

you can have a comfortable environment at home irrespective of the outside temperature. 

This split AC can control the humidity in your room automatically in monsoon by sensing the 

indoor humidity. The turbo mode cools the room quickly for your convenience. With the 

self-diagnosis feature, the Voltas split AC can identify the issues and solve that 

automatically.  

The Voltas split AC comes with a sleep mode to maintain the appropriate temperature to let 

you sleep peacefully every night. Also, it reduces energy consumption to generate lower 

electricity bills for your convenience. This split AC features 4-stage filtration technology to 

eliminate the bad odour and harmful particles from the air and offer you fresh air. The 

remote control contains dark light buttons to let you use it conveniently in the dark also.  

Another unique feature of this AC is it has a dual display for detailed information. Out of two 

displays, one display shows the room temperature, and another display shows the set 

temperature. The remote control comes with a lock button that locks your temperature 

settings until you unlock that. You can press the lock button again to unlock the settings. 

The 100% copper condenser coil offers high durability and cools your room efficiently.   

Pros:  

 This AC offers low noise performance.  

 There are two displays to show the room temperature and set temperature.  

 The lock button locks the temperature settings for your convenience.  

Cons:  

 The customer service of this brand needs improvement.  

 

4. Blue Star 3WAE081YDF Window AC:  

Blue Star is one of the top brands in India for reliable home appliances. This brand combines 

advanced features to let people experience high convenience by using its products. This AC 

comes with an efficient rotary compressor with an inbuilt accumulator to offer the best 



cooling performance in the market. The compressor of this AC consumes less power and 

offers high efficiency for an improved experience. The outdoor parts of this AC are made of 

100% copper material for high durability and excellent cooling performance. Because of the 

copper material construction, this brand offers high reliability and lets you use it 

conveniently at home.  

If you are fond of window ACs, then the Blue Star window AC is the perfect choice for you. It 

comes with a detachable front panel that allows you to clean the indoor parts periodically to 

maintain it effectively. Therefore, maintaining this AC is easy compared to other products in 

the market. This AC comes with an anti-freeze thermostat feature to protect it. This feature 

turns off the compressor when it runs in cool mode and set to a low temperature to prevent 

the formation of frost in the unit.  

This AC also has a self-diagnosis feature to identify the problems during operation 

automatically so that you can troubleshoot them with ease. So, by using the Blue Star AC, 

you can experience high convenience when it comes to detecting an issue in your AC. This 

AC also ensures to control the humidity in your room in monsoons for your comfort. Its dry 

mode feature allows you to decrease the humidity in your room to let you sleep 

comfortably.  

Pros:  

 This AC has three-star ratings and consumes very little energy.  

 It adjusts the indoor temperature automatically to let you sleep peacefully at night.  

 The rotary compressor offers high efficiency.  

Cons:  

 As per some buyers, this AC produces abnormal noise during the operation.  

 

5. LG 1.5 Ton Inverter Window AC:  

LG is a famous brand in India for its outstanding products. This window AC from LG comes 

with dual inverter technology to offer a convenient performance. This AC has a stylish 

design to enhance the decoration of your home. It features 100% copper coils with 

corrosion-resistant Ocean Black Protection for enhanced durability. This AC is specially 

designed to be used in a variety of Indian conditions. It has the air outlet on the top and 

offers wider airflow for a better experience. As it cools the room uniformly, you can feel 

high comfort by using this AC at home.  

This AC comes with a clean filter indicator feature to offer you fresh air all time. Therefore, 

by using the LG window AC, you can sleep comfortably at night. With noiseless 

performance, this AC lets you stay peacefully at home. Because of the silent performance, 

you can use this AC in any room conveniently. This AC also features low gas detection for 

your convenience. If you want a high-quality AC for an enhanced experience, then the LG 



window AC is the perfect option for you. With the dual inverter technology, this window AC 

is a great choice for any person.  

The LG window AC has three-star ratings to consume less energy compared to other 

products in the market. This brand offers a 10-year warranty on the compressor and a 1-

year warranty on other parts. The copper coils of this AC come with Ocean Black Protection 

to stop it from getting corroded.  

Pros:  

 The LG window AC is specially designed to allow you to install it easily.  

 This AC comes with the required accessories for ease of use.  

 The dual inverter compressor offers a smooth performance.  

Cons:  

 The installation service was not good, according to some buyers.  

 

6. Godrej 1.5 Ton Hot & Cold Split AC:  

Almost everyone in India relies on Godrej appliances when it comes to quality. This split AC 

comes with a powerful compressor to offer faster cooling performance. The Godrej split AC 

consumes less power to and offers noiseless performance to enhance your experience. This 

AC uses green inverter technology for saving energy and run efficiently to cool your room 

quickly. It quickly adjusts the room temperature to offer high efficiency and comfort at 

home. This AC comes with a smart diagnosis system that identifies the faults in it and shows 

on display for troubleshooting. 

This split AC comes with a tri-filter air purification system to eliminate the harmful particles 

from the air and provide you with the fresh air. The tri-filter air purification system includes 

anti-bacterial filter, active carbon filter, and anti-dust filter to offer clean air to you. 

Therefore, you can breathe in the fresh air by using this AC at home. Also, the condenser of 

this AC is made of copper material to last for a long time and prevent rusting. Because of its 

anti-corrosive design, this AC offers durable performance with efficient cooling. 

As this AC creates no noise during the operation, you can sleep comfortably at home. This 

AC has a two-star energy rating to offer reliable performance. Because of the 100% copper 

condenser, this AC can offer a better cooling performance. Also, this AC is ideal for use in all 

seasons for your comfort. The Godrej 1.5 Ton Split AC has an outstanding design to offer the 

best performance in low maintenance.  

Pros:  

 This AC offers noiseless performance for a peaceful sleep.  

 The smart diagnosis system shows the error code on display automatically.  

 It comes with unique green technology for energy-efficient performance.  

Cons:  



 This AC has a two-star energy rating, so some people may not like it.  

 

7. Lloyd 1 Ton Window AC:  

This window AC has a unique design to let you use it efficiently in any room of your home. It 

uses 100% copper coil in the condenser for a better flow of refrigerant, which improves the 

cooling performance. Also, this AC offers high durability at low maintenance cost for better 

user experience. It has a dehumidifier to control the humidity in your room automatically to 

create a convenient environment for you. The Lloyd window AC comes with a self-clean 

feature that cleans the dust, bacteria, and other harmful substances automatically to offer 

fresh air to you. If you are looking for a durable window AC, then you can use this product.  

Lloyd Window AC comes with BLDC motor to offer additional power for providing incredible 

performance. This motor has 30% more efficiency than other traditional motors in the 

market. Therefore, by using this AC, you can experience the matchless performance with 

ease. The modern features of this AC are ideal for enhancing the experience of any person 

effectively. This AC offers energy-efficient performance to reduce your electricity bill. With a 

capacity of 1 Ton, this window AC is ideal for small-sized rooms.  

The Lloyd window AC uses R32 refrigerant gas to offer eco-friendly performance. As it 

comes with the required accessories, you can use this AC at home without any issue. The 

Lloyd window AC also comes with a self-diagnosis feature to detect the faults automatically 

to allow you to solve them with ease. It has three-star ratings and consumes less power for 

high convenience.  

Pros:  

 This AC uses R32 refrigerant gas for high efficiency.  

 The condenser is made of 100% copper for efficient cooling.  

 This AC uses BLDC motor to offer extra 30% efficiency compared to other products 

in the market. 

Cons:  

 NA 

 

Conclusion:  

Buying the best AC from the Indian market is not an easy task for any person. There are 

many options in the market, and one needs to consider several points to get his/her 

preferred product. However, this article can guide you to decide which the best AC for your 

home is. We hope you liked this article and got the right AC for your home.  

 

  



       

        


